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ABSTRACT

It is generally accepted that assessment is a single powerful tool that drives students’ learning. However, assessment of anatomy subject in medical curriculum is disputable as it focuses more on testing the low order thinking skills. In medical education context, it is of paramount importance to align the assessment with the curriculum (i.e., learning outcomes) and teaching methods as to enhance learning through a meaningful learning experience. Hence, the use of learning taxonomy should be emphasised in designing a proper and suitable assessment for anatomy subject. Among the most commonly used taxonomies in higher education, are the Bloom’s taxonomy, Miller's pyramid, SOLO taxonomy, Krathwohl's taxonomy of affective domain, and Simpson’s psychomotor domain. However, being a core basic medical subject with high cognitive input, it is often difficult to achieve contextual learning in anatomy through application of these taxonomies. Therefore, with raising concern of lack in the evaluation of higher order thinking skills, affective and psychomotor domains, the anatomy assessment in modern medical curriculum have been improvised to address the aforementioned issues. The modern form of assessment in anatomy facilitates the contextual learning with beneficial attributes gained by students including better understanding of anatomy knowledge, synthesis of anatomical concept, appreciation of the clinical importance of anatomy, increases communication skills, and increase in the confidence level.
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INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that assessment is a single powerful tool that drives students’ learning (1–3). In higher education context, assessment shapes students’ experience and behaviour during teaching, learning and revision sessions (4). In order to be aligned with the educational objectives, assessment in medical curriculum is often conducted through various methods to accommodate different outcome performance (1, 2). Nonetheless, it is not uncommon to have a poorly-designed assessment that is out of alignment with the curricular goal, thus lead to deterioration of the learning outcomes (5, 6).

Assessment of anatomy subject in medical school is still disputable since
it focuses more on testing the low order thinking skills. Unlike other basic medical subjects, it is often difficult to test for higher cognitive levels such as knowledge application, analysis and evaluation in anatomy assessment especially when it is conducted on the pre-clinical years students (7). Having said that, anatomy remains as an important medical subject with high clinical relevance, in which the deficiency of this knowledge has been reported to cause various medico-legal problems (8–10). Looking at the importance of anatomy knowledge in relation to competency of medical graduates, more emphasis is being given to improve the anatomy assessment by anatomists and medical educationists over the last decade (7, 8, 11, 12).

Being a core basic medical subject with high cognitive input, it is almost impossible to achieve contextual learning in anatomy education environment although there is a perceived need to promote conceptualisation, retention and application of the basic and clinical anatomical sciences knowledge (13–15). Even though there are vast changes in the anatomy education environment, this mostly confines to improving the methods of teaching and learning (16–21). The assessment component is infrequently explored. Ideally, an anatomy assessment should not only concentrate on the low-order cognitive thinking skills, but it should be able to promote cognitive application of basic and clinical anatomy knowledge, cognitive synthesis of separate anatomical concept, demonstrate safe clinical procedures pertaining to anatomical structures and general development of professionalism (8, 22–24). Hence, future anatomy assessment should be tailored to the expected educational outcomes beyond the level of cognitive domain by adopting different types of learning taxonomy frameworks for learners’ assessment in medicine (23, 25).

**LEARNING TAXONOMY IN ANATOMY EDUCATION**

Learning taxonomy refers to a multi-tiered model that classifies the different levels of learning domains, which can guides the academic members to plan for their teaching and assessment so that it can be aligned with the educational objectives. Among the most commonly used taxonomies in higher education, are the Bloom’s taxonomy, Miller’s pyramid, SOLO taxonomy, Krafthwohl taxonomy of affective domain and Simpson’s psychomotor domain (12, 22, 26–28).

Despite that, with raising concern of lack in the evaluation of higher order thinking skills, affective domain and psychomotor domain in anatomy assessment, anatomy educators had started to venture into research that study on the possibilities of imposing higher cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains into the students’ learning using the available taxonomies (7, 12, 14). For instance, Phillips and colleagues conducted a research in attempt to categorise the different levels of cognitive domains of the students on radiological anatomy using a revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy (12). They reported that their assessment is valid and reliable in evaluating the different depths of cognitive processes, whereby had directed their vision to improve their radiological anatomy teaching in the future. Apart from that, Integrated Anatomy Practical Paper (IAPP) exams that is being practiced by the Brighton and Sussex Medical School proofs that it is not impossible to assess the higher order thinking skills in anatomy knowledge and application if element of vertical and horizontal integration is strongly emphasised (7). The IAPP, which consist of combination of the old ‘spotter’ practical exam and the Objective Structures Clinical Examination (OSCE) is designed in such that can test all level of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (7).


Apart from that, element of applying different level of cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains are also being applied in the teaching and learning activities although the hierarchical levels are not clearly spelled out. For instance, Yale School of Medicine (YSM) has outlined five learning objectives into their clinically-engaged anatomy course which include: (a) acquire anatomical knowledge; (b) develop clinical reasoning; (c) develop spatial reasoning; (d) explore structure-function relationship; and (e) develop clinical professionalism (29). Although the hierarchical level was not elaborated, these objectives show application of different levels of cognitive domains with additional emphasis on affective attribute. Apart from that, effort has been made to categorise the different levels of cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains in facilitating the students’ learning in anatomy. An example of this is an assessment that is used in the investigative approach to anatomy laboratory at Mohawk Valley Community College, New York (30).

ANATOMY ASSESSMENT IN CONVENTIONAL MEDICAL CURRICULUM

In a conventional medical curriculum, anatomy is traditionally assessed through written, practical and oral examinations. This involved mainly essay question, multiple choice questions (MCQ), and practical examination. Essay question is used simply because it is easy to set. However, this type of question is difficult to mark and has low reliability (31). In contrast, MCQ is more reliable, easy to mark and very objective (2, 31). Nevertheless, this type of question usually tests for low order thinking skills since it only directs the students for factual recall (2, 31). Practical examination, which can either be in written or free-response format, is often carried out as summative assessment in the form of “spotters” consisting of stream of prosected specimens, cadaveric dissection, radiological images and microscopic histological slides (32–34). This type of question requires the students to identify certain structures and recall the factual information pertaining to the structures with little integration being emphasised. Apart from that, oral examination or viva voce is used in some medical schools with expectation that it could test for knowledge acquisition and retention. However, this type of question is said to have low inter-rater reliability and depends on the students’ emotional status during the assessment (31). In addition to that, completion of cadaveric dissection to the satisfaction of lecturers is sometimes regarded as formative assessment in gross anatomy subject.

Most of the time, anatomy assessment in a conventional medical curriculum focuses on testing the theoretical part rather than the application of the anatomy knowledge. Much emphasis is given on the fine details, nomenclature and terminology during the assessment although these seem to be not significant for future practice (35). In other words, the assessment was designed to accommodate the cognitive aspect without imposing any weightage on the affective and psychomotor domains. This reflects that anatomy assessment in traditional medical curriculum was previously conducted without relying on proper educational outcomes and it catered only for ranking and grading (35, 36).

In response to this type of assessment, anatomy inputs are delivered through didactic lectures and cadaveric dissection (15, 37, 38). The teaching session becomes very content-based and teacher-centred (15). The students have little control on the learning process and would only learn based on what will be assessed (3). This type on conventional teaching and assessment has influenced students’ learning. With increase cognitive load and workload during lecture and dissection classes respectively, the students usually adopt the surface learning approaches such as memorisation and repetition (9, 39–42). On top of that, some
students relied on the quality of teaching received for learning anatomy (43).

Although the drawbacks of conventional anatomy teaching and assessments are mainly anecdote rather than relying on empirical research, great concerns are being addressed by the new generation medical educationists with regard to the quality of graduates produced by the conventional-based medical curriculum. Anatomy educators in general agreed with the idea of incorporating other elements in anatomy teaching and assessment to foster other attributes of graduates (44). However, this must be conducted without jeopardising the importance of having sufficient anatomy knowledge (45, 46).

ANATOMY ASSESSMENT IN MODERN CURRICULUM

In response to the situation mentioned earlier, there has been a major revamp in the anatomy curriculum with greater emphasis on improving the teaching and learning methods (44). Following the introduction of problem-based learning (PBL), and Student-centred, Problem-based, Integrated, Community-based, Elective and Systematic (SPICES) model, many medical schools started to adopt the problem-based, system-based and integrated curriculum rather than traditional-lecture-based curriculum (37, 38, 43). As a result, there has been reduction in anatomy teaching hours, reduction in the anatomy content in the curriculum, less lecture delivery, abandonment of cadaveric dissection and incorporation of technology into anatomy teaching (18, 37, 38, 44, 47). Unfortunately, apart from minor modification, the assessment component remained unexplored until the last decade.

The written and practical examinations are still widely used to assess anatomy knowledge in many medical schools. However, with better insight of the impact of assessment, greater concern is given in choosing and constructing a suitable and proper exam questions so that it can fulfilled the expected attributes of a graduate as outlined by many learning taxonomy. Miller and colleagues highlighted that anatomy questions should be developed in such a manner that can foster analytical thinking rather than encouraging simple memorisation (30). An example of this is the anatomy assessment conducted by the College of Medicine and Medical Sciences (CMMS) at the Arabian Gulf University (11).

In CMMS, the summative and formative anatomy assessments are designed to match the educational output of their problem-based curriculum, in which elements of vertical and horizontal integration of themes are being incorporated (11). CMMS uses several methods of anatomy assessment in order to assess different learning domains which include knowledge, skills and attitude. The students are continually assessed during each PBL session through a structured evaluation that embraces group dynamic, brainstorming, identification of learning needs, information gathering, integration of knowledge, participation in group discussion, presentation and problem solving. The students are formatively assessed during their learning session at anatomy museum, during which, they are required to answer several MCQs and mini-problems followed by receiving feedback by the faculty members. As for the end of each unit, the students will be assessed through MCQs, Patient Management Problem (PMP) questions and Objective Structured Practical Examination (OSPE), which are carefully prepared and vetted under consultation of other basic sciences and clinical content experts.

For MCQs, extra emphasis is given to ensure appropriate distribution of difficulty index, relevance to main theme of learning objectives and integration of the components of the items. The stem of the questions is in the form of clinical scenario and the items include mixture of macroscopic, microscopic developmental, imaging and surface-anatomy concept. Whilst, the PMP is in the form of short-
answer questions that are used to assess students’ ability in correlating basic and clinical sciences pertaining to the problem given (11). It also assesses the capability of students in solving and managing the clinical problems. Students are provided with brief clinical scenario, which may also include laboratory investigation, radiographic images and photograph of specimens. Following that, a set of questions on knowledge of related basic sciences including anatomy and appropriate clinical related application will be asked. As for the OSPE questions, CMMS has put more emphasis on testing the psychomotor skills of the students and integration of knowledge rather than pure identification and recall. The OSPE is designed in such a way that students would need to perform practical task that have strong relationship with anatomical structures, such as suturing and intravenous injection. Apart from that, anatomical stations using wet specimens, plastinated specimens, models, radiographic images, clinical instruments and histological slides are also tested through vertically and horizontally integrated questions. CMMS's anatomy assessment shows that anatomy can be contextually learned through effective integration of factual knowledge and analysis of problem solving (11). Almost the similar form of written assessment which includes MCQs, short essay questions and OSPE are also being practiced by the College of Medicine, Al-Faisal University, Riyadh (24).

In addition to that, multiple answer and extended matching questions are used in the anatomy assessment of YSM. This type of questions are used to evaluate students’ ability in combining information from multiple sources and images (29). Apart from that, YSM utilises the clinical-integrated MCQs in their “anatomy long-term effectiveness examination” as formative assessment to their clinical year students (29). From this assessment, students can obtain immediate feedback through the computer-generated results after the test. In 1996, the faculty members of Southern Illinois University School of Medicine started to improve their method of human gross anatomy assessment to their first year medical students (8). They introduced a 30 minutes oral exposition exam of axial and appendicular anatomy to replace the traditional written and practical exams (8). This exam was reported to be carefully described and goal directed. At the beginning of the academic year, each student received the details of the objectives of the assessment, criteria for evaluation and clear direction of what are expected in terms of content and behaviour. During teaching sessions, the students a required to utilise the cadaver that he or she had dissected, in whom they learn about nomenclature, position, function, spatial relationship and clinical significance with prior demonstration by the faculty member on the subject matter. Apart from that, the students were required to use the cross-sectional cadavers, radiographs’ film and articulated and disarticulated skeleton to facilitate their information gathering process.

At the end of the semester, each student need to present two sessions of 30 minutes oral exposition to his or her peers with the presence of a faculty member. In this session, the students would demonstrate specific details on cadaver, radiographs film, cross sections and models with strong emphasise on clinical application, function, nomenclature and spatial relationship. In addition to the two oral exposition exams, the students were also required to complete the total dissection of the cadaver as their formative assessment. The faculty members highlighted that their assessment facilitates the contextual learning with beneficial attributes gained by their students including better understanding of anatomy knowledge, synthesis of anatomical concept, appreciation of the clinical importance of anatomy, increases communication skills and increase in the confidence level (8). Having said that, this type of assessment may not be feasible nowadays due to logistic factors such as shortage of cadavers (38).
Another alternative method to traditional assessment in anatomy education is the peer assessment, as recommended by the UK General Medical Council Education Committee (36). In addition to acquiring knowledge and understanding of the subject matter, peer assessment enhances skills in listening, presenting, negotiating, making objective judgements on the value of one’s work and providing constructive feedbacks (48, 49). An example of peer assessment in anatomy education is the assessment of gross anatomy knowledge in large medical anatomy classes conducted by the Queen’s University of Belfast and Strathclyde University of Glasgow (36). This assessment was conducted to the first year medical students, who were required to undertake three individual project assignments in anatomy that need to be presented in the form of 1,000 words report and short oral presentation. The content of the assignments is confined to various aspect of anatomy that is related to clinical cases presented to them. At the beginning of the program, the students were given full briefing on the assignments and assessment, which include the formulation of the marking scheme achieved through negotiation between students and lecturers. The completed assignment will be then rated by the colleagues in a proper tutorial session with the presence of a faculty member. Each students needs to give marks to the assignment according to the agreed checklist and provide constructive feedback on the written assignment to justify their mark.

Similarly, Wright State University School of Medicine, Dayton, Ohio also utilises peer assessment ratings for anatomy and embryology courses following team-based learning session in small groups (50). Each student will need to give individual score to their peers’ performance on the task allocated to their groups, which contributes to the final marks. Apart from that, the students will also rate their peers in terms of cooperative learning skills, self-directed learning and interpersonal skills as the formative evaluation. Anonymous ratings and written feedback will be returned to each student for further improvement. It is noteworthy to highlight that the effects of peer assessment rating is more towards enhancing students’ learning through constructive feedback rather than getting a reliable marks in the summative assessment (36, 51). In fact, peer assessment is a good model of assessment in providing constructive feedback to a large group of students (36, 52).

In addition to the different types of assessment mentioned above, cadaveric dissection is often considered to be part of formative and sometimes as summative assessment in some medical schools that are still doing cadaveric dissection as their teaching method (53). While arguments remain on the feasibility of cadaveric dissection in modern anatomy education, the importance of cadaveric dissection in acquiring core anatomy knowledge, enhancing spatial ability and developing students psychosocial entity and instilling professionalism is undisputable (54, 55). However, anatomy educators are adopting new ways of assessing students’ performance on cadaveric dissection by incorporating supervisor’s rating on the well-defined goals (i.e., knowledge acquisition and structural identification) and peers’ rating on students’ team-work quality and self-directed learning (53, 55).

The various types of anatomy assessments, domains measured in the assessment, hierarchical level according to available learning taxonomies and outcome of the assessments are summarised in Table 1.
### Table 1: Various types of anatomy assessments, learning domains in relation to Bloom’s taxonomy, Krathwohl’s affective domain and Simpson’s psychomotor domain, and educational outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curriculum</th>
<th>Type of assessment</th>
<th>Learning domain</th>
<th>Hierarchical level</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional/Conventional curriculum (subject-based)</td>
<td>Multiple choice questions</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Remembering, Understanding (Bloom’s taxonomy)</td>
<td>Teacher-centred and content-based learning, stressful learning environment (high workload/high cognitive load), superficial learning approach and poor knowledge integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Essay questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Spotter’ practical exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Viva-voce exam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern curriculum (PBL-based/integrated)</td>
<td>Multiple choice questions</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Remembering, Understanding, Applying, Analysing, Evaluating (Bloom’s taxonomy)</td>
<td>Contextual and collaborative learning, clinical integration of anatomy knowledge, cultivation of soft skills and professionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multiple answer questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extended matching questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short essay questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Objective structured practical/Clinical examination</td>
<td>Psychomotor</td>
<td>Perception (Identify, relate and integrate) (Simpson’s psychomotor domain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oral exposition exam</td>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Remembering, Understanding, Applying, Analysing, Evaluating (Bloom’s taxonomy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrated Anatomy Practical Paper (IAPP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Formative cadaveric dissection</td>
<td>Psychomotor</td>
<td>Perception, Set, Guided response (Simpson’s psychomotor domain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Affective</td>
<td>Receiving, Responding, Valuing, Organising (Krathwohl’s affective domain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This literature review reveals some important learning points. First, assessment remains superior to teaching method in influencing students’ learning behaviour. Regardless of how effective the teaching is, students will pay more attention on how they will be assessed. Second, it is not impossible to incorporate high cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains in anatomy assessment. This can be achieved through vertically and horizontally integrated questions, which involved multidisciplinary approach. Third, the elements of affective domain in anatomy education are mainly achieved through formative assessment via peer and faculty ratings. Through this type of assessment, the students learn on effective time-management, soft skills, team-work, making good judgement and giving constructive feedback. Fourth, the available learning taxonomies can be fully utilised in designing the anatomy assessment although this seems to be not so straightforward. Acquisition of anatomy core knowledge should not be confused with acquisition of clinical skills and affective attributes.

In conclusion, a well-planed and properly-designed assessment is important in achieving constructive alignment in anatomy education, which subsequently contributes to effective learning environment. It is imperative to highlight that anatomy educators in near future should work on to achieve a consensus on the best method in assessing anatomy knowledge through the best evidence in medical education. Since anatomy is a subject that imposes high cognitive inputs to the students, future effort should be made to create a separate learning taxonomy that can enhance students’ spatial ability in learning anatomy core knowledge. Apart from that, creating a “stand-alone” taxonomy that incorporate all important learning domains in anatomy education can be the stepping-stone to improve the anatomy assessment.
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